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Abstract - This paper empirically investigates the
advantages and limitations of modeling languages by
specifying the multi-lift system as a non-trivial case study.
The multi-lift system is a suitable test bed to demonstrate the
expressive power of modeling languages in specifying such
a concurrent, reactive, and complex system. English, UML,
and Object-Z have been chosen, respectively, as informal,
semi-formal, and formal modeling languages to specify the
software requirements of the multi-lift system. These
modeling languages are then compared and evaluated
based on their likelihood to produce a specification with
some defined characteristics. The conclusion is that
informal languages such as English cannot be used to
produce software models, because they are prone to
ambiguity. Each of the formal and semi-formal languages
has some unique advantages and limitations. Semi-formal
models should be supplemented with formal ones to produce
high quality software.
Keywords: Modeling languages, Object-Z, UML.

1 Introduction
A model is the mathematical meaning of a description
of a domain, or a prescription of requirements, or a
specification of software, i.e., is the meaning of a
specification of some universe of discourse. Modeling is the
process of identifying appropriate phenomena and concepts
and of choosing appropriate abstractions in order to
construct a set of models which reflect appropriately on the
universe of discourse being modeled. In software
engineering we create successions of models:
. Thus the combined
universes of domain engineering, requirements engineering,
and software design constitute the universe of discourse of
software engineering [4]. Model and modeling play a crucial
role in the software development process. In software
engineering, models are used to describe both the problem
(requirements) and the solution (design) in order to gain a
better understanding of the issues involved. Once a model

has been constructed it can be analyzed to uncover flaws
and expose fundamental issues [5]. This role of models
cannot possibly be assumed by code. The idea is not new,
but there is a recent trend towards more use of models in
mainstream circles of software engineering.
Models must be written using some language or
notation. A language consists of syntax and semantics.
Software models should be precise, be abstract to avoid bias
towards any specific implementation, and be written in
terms of user-observable phenomena. Programming
languages cannot be used to write them, because programs
describe one way to meet the needs of a product, but not
necessarily the actual requirements of stakeholders. This
means that we need specialized notations to model software
systems. Software modeling languages are divided into
three big groups: informal, semi-formal, and formal.
Informal group includes all natural languages (such as
English) which are prone to ambiguity. Semi-formal
languages (such as UML) have a formal syntax, which is
usually diagrammatic, but no formal semantics. Formal
languages (such as Object-Z) are usually textual and have a
formal or mathematical syntax and semantics.
In this paper, advantages and limitations of modeling
languages are investigated empirically by specifying the
multi-lift system using English, UML, and Object-Z. Multilift system is a commonly used test bed to demonstrate the
expressive power of various modeling languages in
specifying concurrent reactive systems. It is not a trivial
case study because of the complexity caused by inherent
concurrent interaction in the system. The multi-lift system
includes parallel, distributed, embedded, and real-time
software. In a real-time software system the correctness of
the system behavior depends not only on the logical results
of the computations, but also on the physical instant at
which these results are produced [1]. An embedded
computer system is a system that uses a computer as a
component, but whose prime function is not that of a
computer. Parallel and distributed software systems have
their own complex features such as the concurrent
interactions between various system components, the
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reactive nature of the systems, and various message passing
schemes between system components.
The conclusion of the empirical evaluation of modeling
languages is that each modeling language has some unique
advantages and limitations. Using only one of them as the
sole modeling approach will not guarantee high quality
software. Literature review also confirmed this conclusion
[4], [8]. As a result, we can supplement semi-formal models
with formal ones to introduce precision in the development
process and to sweeten formal languages usage. Such a
combination leads to develop the software with the desired
quality [11-14]. Proposing a new approach to integrate
semi-formal and formal models is left for future work.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents informal specification of requirements and
expected properties of given multi-lift system. This system
is rather an ideal one in which some of the technical
corners are cut. In section 3 formal specifications of the
system's requirements is presented using Object-Z. Section
4 specifies these requirements visually in UML. Finally,
Section 5 draws conclusions and discusses future work.

2 Informal Specification
A lift system for a multi-floor building consists of
multiple elevators. The elevators are supposed to be used in
a building having floors numbered from 1 to MaxFloor.
There are two direction buttons on each floor (except the top
floor and the lobby) for the passengers to call for going up
and down. There is only one down button at the top floor
and one up button in the lobby. Inside each elevator there
is a panel of floor buttons each of which indicates a
destination floor. Door is one of important parts of a lift
system. When an elevator car stops in a particular floor, its
door is opened for passenger to come out and come in to the
car. Arrival sensor is used in every floor for detecting the
elevator. Once an elevator reaches a particular floor, the
floor s arrival sensor detects the elevator and stops the car.
Any button can be pushed at any time. Any external floor
button is turned on from the time it is pushed until an
elevator with the same travel direction stops at the floor and
opens the door. Any internal on button of a lift is turned
off when the elevator visits the corresponding floor.
The multi-lift system that is defined in this paper has the
basic functions that all elevator systems have such as
moving up and down, open and close doors, and of course,
pick up passengers. When a car stops at a floor, the door is
opened and the car lantern, which indicates the current
move direction of the car, is illuminated for notifying the
passengers of the current move direction of the car. In order
to certify system safety, the emergency brake will be
triggered and the car will be forced to stop under any unsafe
conditions. The lift system is responsible for controlling the
lifts. Passengers interact with the lift system by pressing
buttons on the individual floors or on the control panel
inside the elevators. Initially, all lifts stay on the ground
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floor of the building. If a passenger enters a lift and presses
the button for the k-th floor the request information is sent to
the system. Then the lift moves up to the k-th floor. When
the lift arrives at the destination, it opens the door for a
certain period M seconds of time, then closes it again, and
becomes idle. Moreover, when a passenger on m-th floor
calls a lift by pressing the up or down button, the most
suitable lift is moved to the m-th floor by the lift system and
the door is opened on arrival. The passenger may request to
go to a particular floor by pressing the corresponding button
on the control panel inside the lift. If there is no passenger
interaction on the control panel within M seconds, then the
lift will close the door and go idle at that floor.

3 Formal Specification
Formal specification of the multi-lift system is
presented using Object-Z [2] which is a state-based
language that favors a model-oriented style of specification.
It is an extension to Z to facilitate the structuring of a model
in an Object Oriented (OO) style. It provides the class
schema as a structuring mechanism (a collection of an
internal state schema and operation schemas) and support
for OO notions such as object, inheritance, and
polymorphism. Object-Z is the most successful OO
extension to Z among the ones that emerged in early 1990s
[2].
In this section, just the main components of the lift
system are presented due to the space limitations. More
information about the details of the formal specification has
been elaborated in [16]
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4

Semi-formal Specification

In this section the multi-lift system is specified and
designed using UML which is an industry-standard
language for specifying, visualizing, constructing, and
documenting the artifacts of software systems, as well as
other non-software systems. UML simplifies the complex
process of software design, making a "blueprint" for
construction, and is now the standard notation for software
architecture. The use of the UML notation for grasping the
static structure of the system and for highlighting the system
behavior greatly assists the understanding of the formal
model. This effectively outlines an integrated approach to
modeling the parallel, complex, and distributed software
systems. UML provides both the structural views and
behavioral views of the system. In this section, a brief UML
documentation package is given based on informal and
formal models presented before. More detailed information
has been explained in [16].
According to the requirements document of our study,
the use case diagram of the multi-lift system includes six
use cases as shown in Figure 1.

Figure1. Use case diagram of multi-lift system

As an instance, Figure 2 shows the sequence diagram
illustrating the scenarios of the use case Response to Floor
Button . Figure 3 illustrates one of the activity diagrams
corresponding to the narrative (various scenarios) of the use
case Response to Lift Button .
As the main characteristic states of the lift are the move
direction and the door status, in Figure 4, a product of the
state spaces of MoveDirection and DoorStatus forms the
state diagram of the lift system. Transitions between states
are labeled with Object-Z operations with instantiated
preconditions. The instantiated preconditions for each
operation are also partitioned and labeled so that they can be
presented in a reusable fashion.
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Figure3. Activity diagram corresponding to the
narrative of the use case Response to Lift Button
Table1. Comparison of the mentioned modeling languages
Modeling Language
Criteria
Produce readable models

English

UML

Object-Z

2

3

1

Requires least amount of technical skills

3

2

1

Facilitates development process

1

2

3

Produce testable models

1

2

3

Produce specification decoupled from
design

1

2

3

Has least potential for ambiguity

1

2

3

1

2

3

1
1

2
2

2
2

Encourage rigorous understanding of
requirements

1

2

3

Helps check internal data consistency

1

3

2

Helps validate requirements

1

3

2

Helps verify requirements

1

2

3

Subject to automatic analysis

1

2

3

Helps to know whether all requirements
are captured

1

2

3

18

33

37

Helps to know when to stop each
development phase
Has tool support
Produces maintainable models

Total scores for all criteria

Message No. 1:

Message No. 10:

Message No. 12:

Message No. 19:

Figure2. Sequence diagram corresponding to the narrative of
the use case Response to Floor Button
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Figure4. State diagram of the Lift System

5

Discussion

Table 1 summarizes the relative merits of each of the
three modeling languages (English, UML, and Object-Z) in
producing useful artifacts to support various phases of the
development cycle according to our empirical experiment
on specifying the multi-lift system. A point system ranges
from 1 (worst) to 3 (best) whereby a score of 3 for one of
the three languages indicates that it best addresses the
criteria of merit compared to the other two languages. A
language is better than another language for a particular
basis of comparison if the former scores a higher point than
the latter. Two languages scoring the same number of points
for a given criteria of merit imply that none clearly
addresses the criteria better than the other. Even though a
language may score
score the same number of points for two

different bases of comparison, it does not imply that the
language performs equally well in both areas of comparison.
For each basis of comparison, the languages are rated
relative to one another.
The actual values of the
the total scores for each language
give us some intuitive ideas on how the languages rated
comparatively. Overall, the English as an informal language
is the least effective tool to produce high quality models for
specification and design. The Object-Z as a formal language
seems to offer the best alternative. What has been evident
throughout the discussion on the relative merits of the
various modeling languages is that none of them is ideal in
all respects. In other words, each language has some unique
advantages and limitations. Using only one of them as the
advantages
sole modeling approach leads not to a high quality software.
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The results obtained by this empirical experiment
confirm the discussions and results raised from the literature
review. According to the literature, formal modeling
languages such as Object-Z take a precise approach to
software development, delivering reliable software;
however, in addition to high cost involvements, they require
a level of expertise that is not common in commercial
development communities. These limitations lead to
decreasing their practicality [4]. Semi-formal modeling
languages such as UML that are widely used in practical
large-scale software development do not take a rigorous
approach to reliability of software in development [8].
Moreover, the increasing importance of developing high
quality software beside increasing necessity of
Requirements Engineering [4] as well as need for further
abstraction leads to increasing use of various types of
models [4-5]. Models are used at different phases of
software development, ranging from requirements to
detailed design for specification, analysis, validation (rather
than simulation or prototyping [6]), and verification of
customer requirements, problems, and solutions. This is the
idea behind Model-Driven Software Engineering (MDSE),
an approach that advocates models, rather than code, as the
primary artifacts of software developments. Model
transformation and model refinement have key roles in
MDSE [7].
Investigation of advantages and limitations of semiformal and formal modeling languages, theoretically (by
surveying the literature) and empirically (by defining
suitable case studies), shows that combination of various
types of modeling languages ensures achieving high quality
(such as reliable, yet flexible and reusable) software [9-10],
[15]. Regarding to the above-mentioned conclusion, we are
going to propose a new approach to integrate Object-Z and
UML notations using a bidirectional and precise
transformation. Accordingly, software is initially modeled
using Object-Z. These formal models, along with formal
refinement ensure correctness. With an iterative and
evolutionary approach, formal models are transformed to
UML. Applying design patterns on visualized models
improves some other aspects of quality such as flexibility,
reusability, and scalability. The improved models are then
re-formalized. By specifying the multi-lift system manually
in this paper, we provide a suitable test bed to empirically
assess the systematic approach that will be proposed in the
future. The new approach will be applied on the existing
formal specification produced by Object-Z. Then the output
will be compared with the current visual specification
presented by UML. The more these two models are similar,
the more the new approach will be precise.
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